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*If you would like to support Aksa and other children like her you can donate via the link in the bio*

Aksa is 7 years old and has been diagnosed with Mild intellectual disability with locomotor disability. Her paternal grandmother Nafeesa Bee is a survivor of the Bhopal gas disaster. In January 2021 Aksa started attending Chingari where she receives speech therapy, physiotherapy, occupational therapy and attends special education classes.

Prior to receiving physiotherapy, Aksa had an abnormal walking pattern and would frequently fall. Her walking, balance and muscle strength have now greatly improved, and she is able to stand, walk unsupported and kneel better than before. Aksa’s poor hand function, posture, coordination, and social skills on starting at Chingari have all seen significant improvement since receiving occupational therapy and speech therapy sessions have seen Aksa go from being able to speak only a few words to being able to speak with clarity to tell stories and converse well. Her previous issues with eye contact, drooling, chewing, and tongue movement are all now resolved. Special education classes have made a big difference to Aksa. Before attending she was unable to hold a pencil, identify fruits and vegetables and had no concept of numbers or alphabets. She has made remarkable progress and is now able to write numbers from 1 to 100, table of 2 and 3 and number names from one to ten. Aksa can also now write the alphabet from A to Z and all the alphabets in Hindi, she can identify ten fruits and ten vegetables and is beginning to read and write their names in Hindi and English.

Aksa loves dancing, listening to music and dressing herself, spending time and care in front of the mirror to do her makeup, especially if she attending a marriage party. In the future Aksa would like to join the police.
#ramadan #sadaqah #charity #fundraising #bhopal #chingari
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*If you would like to support Salman and other children like him you can donate via the link in our bio*

Salman is 11 years old and suffers from developmental delay. Developmental delay is when a child’s progression through predictable developmental phases slows, stops, or reverses. Salman’s symptoms include slower-than-normal development of motor, cognitive, social, and emotional skills. 

Salman’s parents, Hafeez and Tasleem, are gas-affected second generation survivors of the 1984 Bhopal gas disaster. Their family - like thousands of others in Bhopal - suffer from inter-generational trauma and life changing illnesses from the gas disaster and subsequent water contamination. 

Hafeez and Tasleem registered Salman at the Chingari Trust in May 2014 when he was 2 years old. A popular child at Chingari Trust, Salman receives speech therapy, physiotherapy, and special education. With regular treatment, Salman has progressed incredibly well, speaking in clear Hindi, and becoming more confident.

Staff and other children at the Chingari Trust enjoy Salman’s company. Despite his developmental delay, Salman has learnt the names of the twelve months and seven days. With regular physiotherapy he has learnt to sit independently and can stand with good posture supported by a standing frame. 

Salman loves music and is often heard humming famous Bollywood songs.

#bhopal #ramadan #sadaqah #charity #fundraising #chingari
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*If you would like to support Abaan and other children like him, please donate via the link in our bio*

Abaan is 2 years old and suffers from global development delay. The typical causes are chromosomal or genetic abnormalities, which can affect the structure or development of the brain or spinal cord. Abaan’s grandfather, Noor Khan, is a survivor of the 1984 Bhopal gas disaster. By the time Abaan was 6 months old he had not yet sat up, crawled, or uttered a single sound. His eyes seemed unable to focus on anything and he was still drooling like an infant. Concerned, his parents Sana and Tariq brought him to the Chingari clinic for assessment.

 In April 2022, Abaan started treatment at Chingari with regular physiotherapy, speech therapy, and occupational therapy sessions. Since beginning physiotherapy, Abaan has managed to achieve many of his missed milestones. Through strengthening of his neck, core, and leg muscles he has learned to roll over, sit up, crawl, and with the help of occupational therapy he can now stand and walk with the support of a carer or a rollator. Occupational therapy has also helped him improve his attention and eye contact, as well as his comprehension. Perhaps his biggest breakthrough has been in speech therapy, where he has progressed from being completely non-verbal to communication with single words like ‘abba’ (‘father’) and ‘amma’ (‘mother’). Recently he has mastered two-word combinations, like ‘abba aao’ (‘father come’) and ‘ball do’ (‘give me the ball’).

 Abaan is very attached to his father Tariq and loves to go on the back of his bike on long rides. He also loves to play with toys – cars are his favourite. 

#ramadan #sadaqah #charity #fundraising #bhopal #chingari
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If you would like to support Sudha and her family and other children like her, please donate via the link in our bio.

Sudha is 11 years old and has cerebral palsy. Both of her parents are survivors of the 1984 Union Carbide gas disaster. Studies have shown rates of cerebral palsy in the gas-affected areas of Bhopal are many times higher than elsewhere in the city, and Sudha’s condition is likely due to her parent’s exposure to heavy metals in the methyl isocyanate gas that burned their eyes and choked their lungs all those years ago. Sudha suffers from extreme muscle weakness, frequent involuntary movement in her limbs, and a scissoring pattern of the legs that prevented her learning to stand or walk. By the time she reached 6 years old she was still bedridden. Her mother Yashoda, desperate for help, brought her to the Chingari Rehabilitation Centre for assessment.

Chingari’s team of physiotherapists began working daily with Sudha, following a treatment plan designed to slowly strengthen her muscles and reduce involuntary movements. This would be a slow process due to the seriousness of her condition, but after several years of incredible hard work from Sudha, the day came when she was finally able to stand, beaming happily as she clung to Yashoda’s arm. Sudha has now been attending Chingari for 5 years. 

Today, one year after this picture was taken, Sudha is able to walk with the support of a carer or a rollator. The tightness in her jaw has improved through regular speech therapy exercises, and while before she was completely silent, she is now able to babble, usually a pre-cursor to speech during infancy. 

After spending years of her childhood unable to interact with other children, Sudha loves spending time at Chingari playing with her friends, as well as the clinic’s collection of toys.
#bhopal #ramadan #chingari #sadaqah #charity
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With Ramadan 2024 fast approaching, The Bhopal Medical Appeal has launched our special Ramadan Chingari Child Rehabilitation Fund campaign! 

Throughout the month of Ramadan, we will be sharing children`s stories from Chingari where they receive specialist therapies, education, and care. You can help transform a child`s life this Ramadan through your sadaqah and charitable giving!

To view the children`s stories or donate, please click the link in our bio.
#bhopal #sadaqah #charity #chingari #ramadan
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After years of poor or non-existent treatment for survivors of the 1984 Bhopal gas disaster with cancer diagnoses at Government hospitals, last month the Gas Relief Department of the Madhya Pradesh State Government signed an agreement with All India Institute of Medical Sciences to provide free cancer treatment to survivors.

Survivor groups welcomed the news that their petitions are finally yielding results after years of legal proceedings. One source explained that cancer cases among the gas exposed population are ten times higher than in the unaffected population, and that at least 800 people could benefit from immediate cancer treatments once AIIMS opens its doors.

#medicalcare #bhopaldisaster #medicalnews
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This Ramadan 2024 we will be fundraising for the Chingari Children`s Rehabilitation Fund!

Please consider supporting us with your sadaqah and help provide life-changing physiotherapy, speech therapy, occupational therapy, or special education to a child from a gas or contaminated water affected Bhopali family.
#ramadan #sadaqah #charity #bhopal #chingari #fundraising
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Towards the end of last year, after several decades of pending legal proceedings relating to the 1984 Union Carbide Bhopal gas disaster, lawyers representing DOW Chemical finally appeared in a Bhopal court. They were answering a summons from the U.S. Department of Justice to face the charges of culpable homicide brought against their wholly owned subsidiary, Union Carbide, following DOW`s buyout of the company in 2001.

Fielding more than 10 lawyers, they filed for exemption from the proceedings on the grounds that they are not subject to the jurisdiction of the Bhopal courts. Survivor organisations submitted a counter-filing, and a final decision on jurisdiction was to be made in a hearing on January 6th, 2024. That decision regarding jurisdiction has now been further delayed by the departure and pending replacement of the presiding Judge.

#justiceforbhopal #legal #bhopalnews
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Calling all runners! We still have two places available for this year`s Brighton Marathon, which is taking place on Sunday 7th April 2024! The Brighton Marathon takes you from city to coast around the vibrant city of Brighton and Hove, finishing on the iconic Hove Lawns.

If you would like to take part and run for Bhopal, please drop us an email at [email protected] 

Registration is still open and we can sign you up and support your fundraising efforts with online posts and shares. Enter today and help fund vital medical care for children at our Chingari clinic!

For more information, please visit: 

https://www.brightonmarathonweekend.co.uk/

#brightonmarathon #fundraising #running #bhopal #charity
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We at the The Bhopal Medical Appeal still have three places available for this year`s Brighton Marathon, which is taking place on Sunday 7th April 2024! The Brighton Marathon takes you from city to coast around the vibrant city of Brighton and Hove, finishing on the iconic Hove Lawns.

If you would like to take part and run for Bhopal, please drop us an email at [email protected] 

Registration is open now and we can sign you up and support your fundraising efforts with online posts and shares. Enter today and help fund vital medical care for children at our Chingari clinic!

For more information, please visit: https://www.brightonmarathonweekend.co.uk/

#charity #brightonmarathon #bhopal #fundraising #running #brighton
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On December 2nd, to mark the occasion of the 39th anniversary of the Union Carbide Bhopal gas disaster, survivors once again took to the streets with banners and signs for a torchlight march through the city. Upon arrival at the gates of the factory, they held a candlelit vigil to honour those who have lost their lives these past 39 years.

#justiceforbhopal #bhopal39 #charity #fundraising
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On December 2nd, to mark the occasion of the 39th anniversary of the Union Carbide Bhopal gas disaster, survivors once again took to the streets with banners and signs for a torchlight march through the city. Upon arrival at the gates of the factory, they held a candlelit vigil to honour those who have lost their lives these past 39 years. 

#justiceforbhopal #bhopal39 #charity #fundraising
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With the 39th anniversary of The Union Carbide Bhopal gas disaster a few days away, families and children from gas-affected and water contaminated communities gather to hold a candlelight vigil to commemorate and honour victims of the world’s worst industrial disaster.
An estimated 100,000 people from communities across Bhopal are affected by water contamination. Toxins from the gas leak have corrupted local water sources leading to devastating consequences. Children from second generation gas-affected survivors are born with physical and mental disabilities. The Bhopal Medical Appeal supports The Chingari Rehabilitation Centre, the only clinic in Bhopal providing free therapies to over 200 registered children daily.
On the 39th anniversary of the world’s worst industrial disaster, the 2nd of December 2023, we are asking our supporters to also hold a candlelight vigil in memory and solidarity with victims, survivors, and communities of Bhopal. #bhopal39 #charity #lightacandle #fundraising #bhopalgastragedy
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In the communities of Bhopal affected by the gas disaster, or by the ongoing chemical contamination of their drinking water, the rate of birth defects is estimated to be ten times higher than elsewhere in India. The Chingari Trust Rehabilitation Centre, supported by the Bhopal Medical Appeal, is the only place to offer free medical care to all of these children. On the 39th anniversary of the Bhopal gas disaster, we ask that you join the children in solidarity and support, by lighting a candle on the evening of Saturday 2nd Dec. #bhopal39 #bhopal #charity #lightacandle
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This image is a smaller replica of the Mother and Child statue that stands just outside the gates of the abandoned Union Carbide factory in Bhopal. Created by sculptor and holocaust survivor Ruth Waterman, the statue depicts a woman wailing with a hand to her face, while in the other she cradles her infant child. Right now, a third generation of Bhopali children are being born with health issues caused by their parent’s gas exposure and the ongoing water contamination crisis.

It is now 10 days until the 39th anniversary of the Bhopal gas disaster, and once again we ask that on the evening of Saturday, December 2nd, you light a candle and take a moment to mark the anniversary and have the survivors in Bhopal in your thoughts.

#bhopal39 #bhopal #charity #lightacandle
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Children from gas and water affected communities in Bhopal, India are taking part in a candlelight vigil to commemorate The Union Carbide Bhopal Gas disaster that took place on the 2nd of December 1984.
No More Bhopal represents the anger of over 500,000 people living in Bhopal affected by the world’s worst industrial disaster. Forgotten and abandoned, these are communities where solidarity and resilience shine since that fateful night 39 years ago. The Bhopal Medical Appeal supports The Chingari Rehabilitation Centre, the only clinic in Bhopal to provide free therapies to children affected by the disaster and subsequent water contamination.
On the 2nd of December 2023, we are asking you to join the communities of Bhopal in holding your own candlelight vigil. #bhopal39 #bhopalgastragedy #charity #fundraising
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